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ABSTRACT

WiFi-based sensing for human activity recognition (HAR)
has recently become a hot topic as it brings great benefits
when compared with video-based HAR, such as eliminating
the demands of line-of-sight (LOS) and preserving privacy.
Making the WiFi signals to ’see’ the action, however, is quite
coarse and thus still in its infancy. An end-to-end spatiotem-
poral WiFi signal neural network (STWNN) is proposed to
enable WiFi-only sensing in both line-of-sight and non-line-
of-sight scenarios. Especially, the 3D convolution module is
able to explore the spatiotemporal continuity of WiFi signals,
and the feature self-attention module can explicitly maintain
dominant features. In addition, a novel 3D representation for
WiFi signals is designed to preserve multi-scale spatiotempo-
ral information. Furthermore, a small wireless-vision dataset
(WVAR) is synchronously collected to extend the potential of
STWNN to ’see’ through occlusions. Quantitative and quali-
tative results on WVAR and the other three public benchmark
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
both accuracy and shift consistency.

Index Terms— WiFi sensing, human action recognition,
3D spatiotemporal, wireless-vision

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed increasing research interest in
human action recognition (HAR) as it expands sensing ar-
eas and provides vast potential applications [1, 2] in various
sensing scenarios, such as assisted living [3], health moni-
toring [4], surveillance [5], etc. Many new action sensing
technologies [1,2] are continuously emerging, which enlarges
signal acquisition range and enriches measurement data [2].
These sensing techniques motivate the breakthrough of long-
time monitoring in the non-intrusive pattern [6].

Video-based systems demand the coverage area within
line-of-sight(LOS) [1]. In general, lighting variation affects
the quality of images and thus, analyzed information [7]. In
the same way, perspective change, especially using a single
view acquisition device, provides a limited visualization of
activities being analyzed. This induces occlusion with its
different types: self-occlusion where body parts occlude each

Fig. 1. The flowchart of proposed STWNN

other, occlusion of another object, and partial occlusion [7].
From a user perspective, the presence of cameras can af-
fect privacy and cannot be employed in many environments.
Therefore, a passive monitoring system based on RF sensing
is a more sound way to sidestep such drawbacks [2]. Un-
like video-based solutions, RF especially WiFi channel state
information (CSI) based sensing is insensitive to lighting
conditions and not intrusive without the privacy issue [8].
WiFi-based solutions have no requirements of LOS thereby
enabling larger detection areas. Existing systems, however,
are quite coarse [9]. Past systems focus primarily on man-
ually designed features, dependent on prior knowledge and
incapable of adequately mining spatiotemporal information
in CSI streams [10]. Furthermore, separate stages for feature
extraction and classifier learning may reduce the accuracy
of recognition results. Therefore, it is worth exploring how
to non-manually obtain spatiotemporal features and jointly
optimize feature learning as well as the classification process.

To address the problems, we propose an end-to-end spa-
tiotemporal WiFi-based neural network (STWNN) to exploit
the spatiotemporal characteristics of CSI signals simultane-
ously. To summarize, our contributions are 1) We propose a
novel method for representing WiFi signals in a multi-scale
3D spatiotemporal form; 2) We design a 3D convolution
module and attention module to exploit the inherent spatial,
temporal, and frequency features and embedded in a residual
manner to reduce training burden; 3) We collect synchronous
video and WiFi datasets (WVAR) to enable STWNN to “see”
through the occlusions; 4) We conduct experiments on three
public benchmark datasets. The results show that our method
outperforms competitive baselines with a good margin on the
classification accuracy.
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2. THE PROPOSED SPATIOTEMPORAL NEURAL
NETWORK

2.1. Generation stage

2.1.1. Channel state information

The WiFi-based sensing principle is leveraging the influence
of perceptual targets on the transmitted signal for recogni-
tion [11]. Generally, a WiFi system can be modeled as fol-
lows:

Bs(i) = Hs(i)As(i) + θ, (1)

where s ∈ [1, · · · , Ns] represents the index of the orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) subcarriers
employed in the WiFi device, Ns is the total number of the
OFDM subcarriers, i represents the index of the transmitted
and received packets,As(i) andBs(i) are the ith transmitted
and received packets associated with the OFDM subcarrier
frequency s, respectively, θ represents the received noise,
andHs is a complex-valued matrix of dimensions NT ×NR

that comprises the CSI measurements for the OFDM sub-
carrier frequency s. NT and NR represent the number of
transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively.

2.1.2. Multi-scale 3D CSI data generation

Fig. 2. The construction procedure of a multi-scale 3D data.

The objective of the generation stage is to convert the 4D
pre-conditioned CSI signals into a set of 3D CSI data samples
that preserve the time, spatial as well as frequency informa-
tion comprised within the CSI signals. As seen in Fig. 2(b),
the CSI signals included in each time serial are arranged in a
manner of 4D matrix M × I , where M = NT × NR × NS ,
and I represents the number of packets recorded in a partic-
ular CSI time serial. A sliding window along the time axis
is utilized to divide the CSI signals into a set of overlapped
segments, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The size of each segment
is set to W packets and the overlap between every two con-
secutive segments is set to $, where $ ≤ W . The s-th CSI
segment CSIs(i) is W ×NT ×NR, where s ∈ [1, . . . , NS ].
Fig. 2(c) illustrates the construction procedure of construct-
ing a 3D dataCSI(i). To have a multi-scale view of the CSI
signals for the complex actions, various time intervals τ are
set to sample the CSI data. Finally, the 3D CSI samples are
up-sampled to be processed by 3D convolution modules, and
the details are listed in Section 3.

2.2. Feature learning stage

2.2.1. 3D convolution module

Convolutional neural networks with 3D kernels can directly
extract spatiotemporal features from videos, however, suffer
from the heavy training burden due to a large number of their
parameters. To mitigate the issue, we construct the network
based on ResNet, which introduces shortcut connections that
bypass a signal from one layer to the next. The connections
pass through the gradient flows of networks from later layers
to early layers, and ease the training of very deep networks.
The connections bypass a signal from the top of the block
to the tail. Our 3D convolution module consists of multiple
residual blocks seen in Fig. 1.

2.2.2. Feature self-attention module

Inspired by the attention mechanism, our works formulate at-
tention drift as a sequential process to capture different at-
tended aspects. The learned sequential features by the 3D
convolution module will be employed as the inputs of the at-
tention model as self-attention with no prior information, as
seen in Fig. 1. Given n feature vectors αi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n de-
rived from the 3D convolution module, a score function Φ(·)
such as tanh, relu and linear evaluates the importance of each
feature vector by calculating a score βi as follows:

βi = Φ(χTαi + b), (2)

where χT and b are weight vector and bias respectively. After
obtaining the score for each feature vector, we can normalize
it using the softmax function. The final Mask of the attention
model is the multiplication of the feature vectors and their
normalized scores, which is shown as follows:

Mask =

n∑
i=1

(softmax(βi) ∗αi) =

n∑
i=1

(
exp(βi)∑
i exp(βi)

∗αi).

(3)

2.3. Task stage

The task stage is to leverage multi-scale spatiotemporal fea-
tures learned above to compute the outputs for a specific task.
Cross-entropy loss is a basic option to measure the difference
between the network outputs O and the ground-truth values
as follows.

L = −λ
J∑

j=1

Gj log(Maskj ∗Oj)− (1− λ)

J∑
j=1

Gj log(Oj)

(4)
where * is the convolution operation, J is the snippet number
of training samples, and λ is the weight coefficient. A typical
value is λ = 0.5 in our experiments. In addition, we utilize
the Stochastic Gradient Descent with Momentum to train the
parameters.



Fig. 3. Three experiment scenes in indoor environments.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Our WVAR dataset. WVAR collection was conducted in
one spacious office apartment as shown in Fig. 3. Two vol-
unteers were asked to implement nice activities and repeat for
five trials in different motion details such as varied directions
to ensure the diversity of the actions. The experimental hard-
ware consists of two desktop computers as transmitter and
receiver operating in IEEE 802.11n monitor mode at 5.4 GHz
with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The subcarriers NS are equal
to 30 and 3 antennas both in transmitter NT and receiver NR

are activated. We employed the CSI extraction tool1 for CSI
signals recording and CSI packets extraction. To synchro-
nize the images and wireless data, a deep camera D435i2 was
attached to our receiver desktop at the same location as the
wireless card. We recorded the video at 20 FPS, i.e. every
five CSI samples corresponding to one frame in the video.
HHI, CSLOS and WAR dataset. The dataset HHIs [10]
comprises 12 different interactions performed by 40 distinct
pairs of subjects while performing different human-to-human
interactions (HHI) inside an office with 10 different trials.
Another cross-scene dataset (CSLOS) [12] is provided by the
same group as the HHI. CSLOS is comprised of five exper-
iments performed by 30 different subjects in two LOS envi-
ronments. Each subject performed 20 trials for each of the
experiments with different variations of human movements.
The dataset WAR [13] consists of 6 persons for 6 activities
with 20 trials for each in an indoor office. The sampling rate
is 1 kHz.
Baselines. We design a 2D baseline with the same neural
network structure as STWNN (2DWNN). Besides, the classic
SVM [14] is deployed for comparison.
Quantitative Results. Table 1 shows the classification accu-
racy of the WVAR dataset. We tested the data from all sce-
narios (All), the scenes with partial (S-p) and full occlusion
(S-f), respectively. For all scenarios, SVM (non gen) with-
out the generation stage performs worse than SVM, indicat-

1It is available at https://github.com/dhalperi/linux-
80211n-csitool-supplementary

2It is available at https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-
camera-d435i/

Fig. 4. (a)-(h) WiFi-based and (i)-(p) video-based skeleton re-
sults on the dataset WVAR in scenes without occlusion, and
with partial occlusion. In the scene without occlusion as the
first two rows show, the skeleton results by WiFi are compara-
ble in seating, and better in a self-occlusion case like falling-
down than those by video. As for the scene without occlusion
in the last two rows, the skeleton results by WiFi are more
precise seen in the legs in (g) compared to (o), and have less
false detection like the chairs than those by video.

Table 1. Classification accuracy on the dataset WVAR.
Scene Method fall

down throw push kick punch jump phone
talk seat drink OA

All

SVM
(non gen) 0.95 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.47 0.71 0.73 0.93 0.94 0.79

SVM 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.91 0.88 1.00 0.94
2DWNN 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00 0.94
STWNN
(skeleton) 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.85 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.94

STWNN 0.96 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.85 0.97 0.95

S-p
SVM 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.75 0.71 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.90
2DWNN 0.83 0.98 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.75 0.99 0.83 1.00 0.92
STWNN 1.00 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.96

S-f
SVM 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.75 0.99 0.99 0.85
2DWNN 0.97 0.80 1.00 0.86 0.98 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.89
STWNN 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.94

ing the generation stage’s effectiveness. The overall accuracy
(OA) of STWNN is higher than these of others and over 85%
on all the actions. It is possible that all activities have ob-
vious trajectories in the spatial domain over time. STWNN
can pay attention to the characteristics of both spatiotempo-
ral domains. For the scene with partial and full occlusions,
STWNN surpasses the other two methods with a margin of
around 6%.These results indicate that robust to the influence
of the environmental disturbance.

Table 2. Classification accuracy on the dataset WAR.
Methods lie down fall run sit down stand up walk OA

RF [15] 0.53 0.60 0.81 0.88 0.49 0.57 0.65
HMM [16] 0.52 0.72 0.92 0.96 0.76 0.52 0.73
LSTM [13] 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.81 0.83 0.93 0.91
SVM 0.91 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.71 0.87 0.93
2DWNN 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.98 0.90 0.86 0.95
STWNN 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.97

Table 1 also reports the skeleton-based classification
based on the WiFi and video data on the WVAR dataset.
Inspired by the work [6, 21], the skeletons derived from Al-
phapose [22] are used to train the STWNN in LOS scenes.

https://github.com/dhalperi/linux-80211n-csitool-supplementary
https://github.com/dhalperi/linux-80211n-csitool-supplementary
https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/
https://www.intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435i/


Table 3. Classification accuracy on the dataset HHI.

Methods approaching departing hand
shaking high five hugging kicking

left leg
kicking
right leg

pointing
left hand

pointing
right hand

punching
left hand

punching
right hand pushing OA

GoogleNet [17] 0.93 0.93 0.79 0.76 0.64 0.54 0.50 0.78 0.77 0.59 0.59 0.68 0.71
ResNet-18 [18] 0.92 0.90 0.85 0.79 0.77 0.68 0.60 0.82 0.80 0.60 0.65 0.76 0.76
Squeeze-Net [19] 0.95 0.93 0.83 0.76 0.70 0.66 0.62 0.78 0.79 0.60 0.72 0.74 0.76
E2EDLF [20] 0.96 0.92 0.89 0.84 0.86 0.78 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.73 0.80 0.86 0.85
SVM 0.99 0.96 0.90 0.83 0.82 0.73 0.79 0.69 0.62 0.74 0.77 0.74 0.78
2DWNN 0.93 0.89 0.93 0.88 0.67 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.94 0.99 0.62 0.82 0.88
STWNN 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.96 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.89 0.92 0.76 0.75 0.87 0.90

Based on the skeletons, the trained STWNN can further gen-
erate skeletons in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenes. Based
on the skeletons, these results by SVM obtained an accuracy
of 94%, which is slightly lower than STWNN-based WiFi
only. The reason behind this is mainly due to the distortions
in predicted skeletons in NLOS scenes.

Table 2 represents classification accuracy on the WAR
dataset. STWNN outperforms all the others with over 93%
accuracy. STWNN achieves the best except for the action
run. Regarding action run, STWNN has relatively 1% lower
accuracy than 2DWNN but still an absolute improvement of
16% than LSTM [13] in the original paper. Even in more
complex actions of lie-down and fall, these improvements by
STWNN compared with LSTM can also achieve 1% and 5%,
respectively.

These classification results on the HHI dataset are shown
in Table 3. The OA of STWNN ranks the first (90%). Es-
pecially, most of these results of 2DWNN and STWNN are
better than all the other models, except for these results of
hugging and punching-with-left-hand, but still are compara-
ble with E2EDLF, which show that 2DWNN and STWNN are
both very strong baselines.

These classification results on the CSLOS dataset are
shown in Table 3. The classification accuracy of STWNN
ranks first compared to all other two methods in two LOS
scenes E1 and E2. As for E1, STWNN achieves the best
results on all actions, with 2% higher than SVM [23]. Con-
cerning E2, the performance of STWNN is better except
for no movement and walking which still are comparable
with those of SVM [23]. In other words, STWNN has good
robustness in comparison to the other two models.

Table 4. Classification accuracy on the dataset CSLOS
Scenes Methods no

move falling walking sitting
standing turning picking

up Average

E1

SVM [23] 0.98 0.86 1.00 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.94
2DWNN 0.89 0.80 0.73 0.86 0.67 0.94 0.81
STWNN 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.99 0.92 0.99 0.96

E2

SVM [23] 0.95 0.82 0.99 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.89
2DWNN 0.84 0.78 0.75 0.83 0.69 0.84 0.79
STWNN 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.92

Qualitative Results In this section, we show the effective-
ness of CSI data on WVAR. Besides, we demonstrate the spa-
tiotemporal scheme and the attention module of STWNN are
meaningful at the feature level.

Skeleton visualization is further to show the effectiveness
of WVAR as mentioned in section 4.1. As seen in Fig. 4(a)-

(h), our STWNN yields robust skeletons close to Alphapose.
Particularly, these partially covered actions such as kick are
also well-estimated. This demonstrates that our CSI data on
WVAR has a good efficiency in these two scenarios.

In Fig. 5, we show gSOM [24] projections of the features
of the WAR dataset by 2DWNN and 3DWNN before and after
using the attention module, respectively. Features extracted
from the same action tend to be near each other, and vice
versa. Compared Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 5(c), we can find the fea-
tures from the same action of 3DWNN are more compact than
that of 2DWNN in terms of lie-down, walk, and stand-up.
It proves that 3DWNN has better potential than 2DWNN in
exploring the effective spatiotemporal features. Perceptually,
comparing Fig. 5(c) with (d), features from the same category
after using the attention module are more clustered than that
before, such as run and pick-up. It further indicates that the
attention module improves the efficiency of the features to a
certain extent.

Fig. 5. The features projections of the dataset WAR by
2DWNN and STWNN before and after using the attention
module.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an end-to-end spatiotemporal WiFi-based neu-
ral network STWNN was proposed to enhance the perfor-
mance of privacy-preserving WiFi-based HAR. Its strength
lay in the ability for the effective exploitation of the multi-
scale spatiotemporal features and explicit maintenance of
self-attention features. Moreover, we collected synchronous
video and WiFi datasets WVAR to enable STWNN to see
the skeleton in complex visual conditions like partial and
full occlusions scenarios. In addition, we have compared the
results of our proposed STWNN with the results of SVM,
2DWNN, and state-of-the-art competitors. The experiments
on four benchmark datasets WVAR, WAR, HHI, and CSLOS
showed that STWNN compares favorably against competitive
baselines.
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